[Ventilatory weaning: rehabilitation strategies in intensive care setting].
Mechanical ventilation is probably the medical intervention which resulted in more lifes saved in the history of Medicine. However, it is associated with several potential deleterious consequences, especially when it's maintained for unnecessarily long periods or, on the other hand, when suspended before full recovery is attained. Shortening the duration of mechanical ventilation and of the weaning process should be a clinical priority, outweighing the risks of extubation failure. Definite criteria and optimal timing for weaning initiation are still controversial, with several proposed clinical intervention protocols usually consisting of daily screening for weaning potential (daily weaning screening). Nowadays, most hospitals in developed countries have placed rehabilitation as an essential therapeutic intervention in critically ill patients. Nonetheless, its precise role varies from unit to unit, taking into account the country, local traditions, experience and technical quality of the professionals The authors present an overview of different respiratory and neuromuscular rehabilitation strategies currently available through the clinical course of invasively ventilated patients and throughout the weaning process.